PROPOSAL TO REVISE
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
STUDENT RULES

Instructions: One copy of this form is to be completed and submitted by the individual or
unit representative proposing a change in the Texas A&M University Student Rules. Only
current faculty, staff or students may submit a rule change to the student rules.
Please use a separate form for each proposed change. If additional copies are needed, feel free to duplicate.

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY USING AN INK PEN.

A. PROPOSAL TO EDIT/CHANGE AN EXISTING RULE:
Title of rule: ____________________________________ Rule # ______ Section # (example 27.1.7) ______
Provide the proposed wording for the suggested changes to the rule. Be sure to identify the location of these changes
(e.g., section number). Or you may choose to attach a copy of the rule with the proposed changes
identified/highlighted.

B. PROPOSAL TO ADD A NEW RULE:
Title of rule: ____________________________________ Rule # ______ Section # (example 27.1.7) ______
Provide the proposed wording for the suggested changes to the rule. Be sure to identify the location of these changes
(e.g., section number). Or you may choose to attach a copy of the rule with the proposed changes
identified/highlighted.

C. PROPOSAL TO REMOVE AN EXISTING RULE:
Title of rule: ____________________________________ Rule # ______ Section # (example 27.1.7) ______

D. JUSTIFICATION FOR A, B OR C ABOVE:

PROPOSED BY:

Name _______________________________ Phone # _______________________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________ Department ____________________________
Department Mail Stop: __________________ Date ______________________

Return to
Dr. Anne Reber at anne@studentlife.tamu.edu
Chair, Rules and Regulations Committee
1256 TAMU
Or fax: (979) 845-3320